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That First Night 2023-04-18
my new boss is a ceo billionaire who hired me to be a nanny for his son this should have been easy for me considering my experience with
children except the man i m working for is thomas ford a man i never thought i would see again especially not 5 years later now i live in his
penthouse in the city i refuse to cross the line because one he s my boss and two i don t do relationships anymore it s hard to deny this man
when his touch lights my body on fire i told myself i wouldn t risk losing my job by giving into temptation but all it takes is one night in his
kitchen and i am done for but who am i kidding i was a goner

First Night 2009-12-01
as far as christmas packages went brandon thomas was one tall drink of water and at the moment he was in over his too handsome head he
d showed up at the colby offi ces covered in blood and desperate for help unraveling a mystery of murder luckily for brandon merri walters
was a determined investigator not about to let an innocent bystander get railroaded especially so close to christmas with careful coaxing
merri learned that brandon unknowingly possessed information high level people wanted to keep secret now the only challenge was keeping
brandon at arm s length in order to make sure they both stayed alive to see the new year

On the First Night of Christmas... 2011-11-29
cassie fitzgerald pursues london billionaire jace ryan only to find that they both have much deeper feelings for each other than first thought

Countdown to First Night 2013-01-02
everyone is looking forward to the spectacular new year s eve festivities in snow falls colorado on first night anything seems possible this
anthology contains three heartfelt stories by usa today bestselling author hart margaret daley and brenda minton original

First Night of Evening Queen - Romantic Love Story of Married Couples 2020-05-08
first night of evening queen romantic love story of married couples about the book first night of evening queen is the romantic love story of a
beautiful young woman named suma who has an evening blindness suma had an evening blindness but she kept it as a secret and worked as
a teacher in a school however rakesh falls in love with her and marries her this story beautifully explains how a evening blind woman
manages her marital life after getting married the decision taken by her in the first night makes her naughty husband even more naughty
rakesh was spending romantic nights with his evening blind beautiful wife suma is also happy with her naughty husband who loves her
immensely but the bad eye of a lustful villain falls on her beauty he tries to exploit her in the evening in the absence of her husband
pretending to be her husband he puts his hand on her sari and tries to misuse her sexually how she escapes from him and after that how she



spends her life with her husband romantically is the soul of this story it is a pure romantic love story of a married couple with the shadow of a
crime thriller those who read romantic love stories with a good mind they can read this story without any hesitation about the book rights all
rights of this book are fully reserved by director satishkumar and roaring creations private limited india no part of this book can be copied
translated or re published anywhere without the written permission of director satishkumar if such violation of copyrights found to us then we
legally punish to copy cats and recover our loss by them only director satishkumar about author director satishkumar satishkumar is a young
multi language writer english hindi marathi and kannada motivational speaker entrepreneur and independent filmmaker from india and also
he is the founder and ceo of roaring creations pvt ltd india for more updates follow him on all social media sites thanks you book tags english
books english novels english ebooks english love stories english story books best books best english books best novels best indian books
english books of director satishkumar first love story true love stories best romance novels indian love stories fictional stories fictional love
stories couples love stories husband wife love stories married couples love stories married life stories romantic love stories naughty love
stories newly married couples stories romance stories romantic novel romantic stories crime stories english crime stories crime thriller stories
fictional romance books romantic fictions

First Night 2019-05-31
this book is about a man who goes around having sex on the first night with various different women when he runs into the most beautiful
woman he s ever seen his life starts to go downhill from the selfishness of his own personal gain causing him to have to fix the situations
around him all while trying to have sex with her on the first night

First Night of Summer 2013-02
the quaint mountain town of ruidoso new mexico is the perfect place for isaac snow to raise his family but when eight year old daughters
caroline and josie commit an innocent act of heroism media coverage attracts the wrong kind of attention soon their life unravels leading
them to the crossroads of love and hate forgiveness and retribution in the dark hours of a drizzly morning isaac an ex air force pilot wakes to
find a masked intruder cradling one of the twins in his arms before he can react the man in black leaps through the nearest window
plummeting in a tangle of body parts and glass isaac charges in pursuit but is suddenly faced with a new dilemma caroline is unconscious
lying facedown in the lawn cuts from the shattered window saturating her pajamas if he gives chase his little girl will surely bleed to death
from a secretive loner with a pension for unrestrained violence to the pristine granite peaks of the rocky mountains from laughter filled family
dinners to a string of cross country abductions landon parham s debut novel explores the horrific realities of human weakness and obsession
taken well beyond the investigation and law enforcement tactics you ll find yourself steeped in a power struggle between a father his family
and the huntsman who seeks them suspenseful bold and thought provoking a true psychological thriller that captures the heart



Cubs Forever 2008-03-01
cubs forever celebrates the 60 year romance between the team the superstation and the fans it brings to life some of the great games and
moments in the team s history such as ernie banks 500th home run the first night game at wrigley field and four no hitters add in stories
from the men who work behind the scenes at wrigley and wgn plus interviews with the team s many stars over this six decade period and
you have a baseball bonanza for fans of all ages

Perspectives on the Holocaust 2013-04-17
the number of books and articles dealing with various aspects of world war ii has increased at a phenomenal rate since the end of the
hostilities perhaps no other chapter in this bloodiest of all wars has received as much attention as the holo caust the nazis program for the
final solution of the jewish question this ideologically conceived diabolical plan for the physicalliquidation of european jewry has emerged as
a subject of agonizing and intense interest to laypersons and scholars alike the centrality of the holocaust in the study of the third reich and
the nazi phenomenon is almost universally recognized the source materials for many of the books published during the immediate postwar
period were the notes and diaries kept by many camp and ghetto dwellers who were sustained during their unbelievable ordeal by the
unusual drive to bear witness these were supplemented after the liberation by a large number of personal narratives collected from survivors
ali over europe understandably the books published shortly after the war ended were mainly martyrological and lachrymological reflecting
the trauma of the holocaust at the personal individual level these were soon followed by a considerable number of books dealing with the
moral and religious questions revolving around the role ofthe lay and spiritual leaders of the doomed jewish communities especially those
involved in the jewish councils as well as god s responsibility toward the chosen people

Publications of the Folk-lore Society 1879
musaicum books presents to you this unique action adventure collection with sea adventure novels western classics historical thrillers
treasure hunt tales war stories table of contents the coral island snowflakes and sunbeams the young fur traders ungava martin rattler the
dog crusoe and his master the world of ice the gorilla hunters the golden dream the red eric away in the wilderness fighting the whales the
wild man of the west fast in the ice gascoyne the lifeboat chasing the sun freaks on the fells the lighthouse fighting the flames silver lake
deep down shifting winds hunting the lions over the rocky mountains saved by the lifeboat erling the bold the battle and the breeze the
cannibal islands lost in the forest digging for gold sunk at sea the floating light of the goodwin sands the iron horse the norsemen in the west
the pioneers black ivory life in the red brigade fort desolation the pirate city the story of the rock rivers of ice under the waves the settler and
the savage in the track of the troops jarwin and cuffy philosopher jack post haste the lonely island the red man s revenge my doggie and i the
giant of the north the madman and the pirate the battery and the boiler the thorogood family the young trawler dusty diamonds cut and
polished twice bought the island queen the rover of the andes the prairie chief the lively poll red rooney the big otter the fugitives blue lights
the middy and the moors the eagle cliff the crew of the water wagtail blown to bits the garret and the garden jeff benson charlie to the



rescue the coxswain s bride the buffalo runners the hot swamp hunted and harried the walrus hunters wrecked but not ruined six months at
the cape memoirs personal reminiscences in book making

Our New Way Round the World 1881
more than any other sport baseball has developed its own niche in america s culture and psyche some researchers spend years on detailed
statistical analyses of minute parts of the game while others wax poetic about its players and plays many trace the beginnings of the civil
rights movement in part to the major leagues decision to integrate and the words and phrases of the game for example pinch hitter and out
in left field have become common in our everyday language from aaron henry onward this book covers all of what might be called the
cultural aspects of baseball as opposed to the number rich statistical information so widely available elsewhere biographical sketches of all
hall of fame players owners executives and umpires as well as many of the sportswriters and broadcasters who have won the spink and frick
awards join entries for teams owners commissioners and league presidents advertising agents drafts illegal substances minor leagues oldest
players perfect games retired uniform numbers superstitions tripleheaders and youngest players are among the thousands of entries herein
most entries open with a topical quote and conclude with a brief bibliography of sources for further research the whole work is exhaustively
indexed and includes 119 photographs

The Greatest Action Books - Ballantyne Edition 2020-12-17
the black canyon of the gunnison river is one of the deepest narrowest and most inaccessible canyons in the united states very few explorers
have ever traversed the 53 mile gorge in gunnison and montrose counties the canyon one of the nation s wonders has been the precipitous
stage for an exciting history featuring ute indians a narrow gauge railroad sensational explorations and the construction of the gunnison
tunnel the first major bureau of reclamation project in history the black canyon became a national monument in 1932 and a national park in
1999 today it remains a crown jewel of colorado s western slope

The Cultural Encyclopedia of Baseball, 2d ed. 2016-03-25
a celebrated pioneer of fantasy fiction the irish writer and dramatist lord dunsany produced seminal works such as the king of elfland s
daughter noted for their imaginative power and intellectual ingenuity dunsany achieved great fame and success with his early short stories
and plays conjuring mysterious kingdoms of fairies and gods in richly coloured prose while promoting a characteristic element of the macabre
for the first time in publishing history this comprehensive ebook presents dunsany s complete fictional works with numerous illustrations
many rare texts informative introductions and the usual delphi bonus material version 2 beautifully illustrated with images relating to
dunsany s life and works concise introductions to the novels and other texts all 13 novels with individual contents tables features many rare
novels appearing for the first time in digital publishing including the charwoman s shadow and the blessing of pan images of how the books
were first published giving your ereader a taste of the original texts excellent formatting of the texts special chronological and alphabetical
contents tables for the short stories includes all of the jorkens short story collections published during dunsany s lifetime please note some of



the posthumous tales cannot appear due to copyright restrictions rare story collections available in no other ebook including the man who
ate the phoenix easily locate the short stories you want to read dunsany s scarce poetry collection fifty poems first time in digital print
includes the two sirens autobiographies features a bonus biography discover dunsany s literary life ordering of texts into chronological order
and literary genres updated with improved texts and more images contents the novels don rodriguez chronicles of shadow valley 1922 the
king of elfland s daughter 1924 the charwoman s shadow 1926 the blessing of pan 1927 the curse of the wise woman 1933 up in the hills
1935 rory and bran 1936 my talks with dean spanley 1936 the story of mona sheehy 1939 guerrilla 1944 the strange journeys of colonel
polders 1950 the last revolution 1951 his fellow men 1952 the jorkens series the travel tales of mr joseph jorkens 1931 jorkens remembers
africa 1934 jorkens has a large whiskey 1940 the fourth book of jorkens 1947 jorkens borrows another whiskey 1954 other short story
collections the gods of pegana 1905 time and the gods 1906 the sword of welleran and other stories 1908 a dreamer s tales 1910 the book of
wonder 1912 fifty one tales 1915 tales of wonder 1916 tales of war 1918 unhappy far off things 1919 tales of three hemispheres 1919 the
man who ate the phoenix 1949 the little tales of smethers and other stories 1952 the short stories list of short stories in chronological order
list of short stories in alphabetical order the plays five plays 1914 plays of gods and men 1917 if 1921 plays of near and far 1922 seven
modern comedies 1928 plays for earth and air 1937 the poetry collection fifty poems 1929 the non fiction nowadays 1918 the
autobiographies while the sirens slept 1944 the sirens wake 1945 the biography dunsany the dramatist 1917 by edward hale bierstadt

The Black Canyon of the Gunnison 2009
all of her life people have given leezel strange stares her name is odd her family is odd her power is odd but her life at the white guildhall is
worse for leezel has an enemy there the guildmaster herself everyone expected her to develop a grader s sight but that wasn t the gift she
was endowed with she got empathy and it didn t improve her life the masters that should have been training her in healing pushed at her to
learn her empathy instead so leezel master apprentice healer and empath was hopeful and even prepared for a new life if only because it
would mean leaving this one but there are some things for which you can never fully prepare leezel is suddenly mated to the most powerful
man ever known living in a tree in a valley full of horncats master apprentice leezel the young woman that would become the lady leezel will
need every gift she has

Delphi Complete Works of Lord Dunsany (Illustrated) 2017-06-27
george jean nathan 1882 1958 was formative influence on american letters in the first half of this century and is generally considered the
leading drama critic of his era with h l mencken nathan edited the smart set and founded and edited the american mercury journals that
shaped opinion in the 1920s and 1930s this series of reprints individually introduced by the distinguished critic and novelist charles angoff
collects nathan s penetrating witty and sometimes cynical drama criticism



Sticky Stingers 2005-11
sweet with heat seaside summers features a group of fun flirty and emotional friends who gather each summer at their cape cod cottages
they re sassy flawed and so easy to relate to you ll be begging to enter their circle of friends addison cole is new york times bestselling
author melissa foster s sweet romance pen name sweet with heat books are the sweet editions of melissa s award winning steamy romance
collection love in bloom in read write love at seaside bestselling author kurt remington lives to write he spends twelve hours a day in front of
his computer rarely leaving the seclusion of his beach front property where he s come to finish his latest thriller that is until free spirited
leanna bray nearly drowns in the ocean trying to save her dog kurt s best laid plans are shot when he comes to their rescue kurt s as irritated
as he is intrigued by the sexy hot mess of a woman who lives life on a whim forgets everything and doesn t even know the definition of the
word organized leanna s come to the cape hoping to find a fulfilling career in the jam making business and until she figures out her own life a
man is not on the menu but leanna can t get the six two deliciously muscled and tragically neat kurt out of her mind she tells herself she s
just stopping by to say thank you but the heart warming afternoon sparks an emotional and unexpectedly sweet ride as kurt and leanna test
the powers of chemistry 101 opposites attract in dreaming at seaside bella abbascia has returned to seaside cottages in wellfleet
massachusetts as she does every summer only this year bella has more on her mind than sunbathing and skinny dipping with her girlfriends
she s quit her job put her house on the market and sworn off relationships while she builds a new life in her favorite place on earth that is
until good time bella s prank takes a bad turn and a handsome police officer appears on the scene single father and police officer caden
grant left boston with his fourteen year old son evan after his partner was killed in the line of duty he hopes to find a safer life in the small
resort town of wellfleet and when he meets bella during a night patrol shift he realizes he s found the one thing he d never allowed himself to
hope for or even realized he was missing after fourteen years of focusing solely on his son caden cannot resist the intense attraction he feels
toward beautiful bella and bella s powerless to fight the heat of their budding romance but starting over proves more difficult than either of
them imagined and when evan gets mixed up with the wrong kids caden s loyalty is put to the test will he give up everything to protect his
son even bella in hearts at seaside jenna ward is vivacious spontaneous and confident except when she s around the man who stole her
heart years earlier strikingly handsome quiet and reliable pete lacroux after years of trying to get his attention and overwhelmed from
dealing with her mother s new cougar lifestyle jenna s giving up on peter and is ready to explore other men as the eldest of five siblings with
an alcoholic father to care for boat craftsman pete lacroux always does the right thing and has no time for a real relationship he s looking
forward to seeing his friend jenna a welcome distraction who s so sexy and painfully shy that she equally entertains and confuses him when
jenna picks up a hard bodied construction worker jealousy ignites pete s true feelings and he s unable to ignore the desires for jenna he
never realized he had but pete s not the quiet guy he appears to be and his life is anything but conducive to a relationship can jenna handle
the real pete lacroux the most alpha male she s ever seen or will she crack under pressure and can pete reclaim the life he once had without
tearing apart his family addison cole is the sweet alter ego of new york times and usa today bestselling and award winning author melissa
foster she writes humorous and emotional sweet contemporary romance her books do not include explicit sex scenes or harsh language
addison spends her summers on cape cod where she dreams up wonderful love stories in her house overlooking cape cod bay addison enjoys
discussing her books with book clubs and reader groups and welcomes an invitation to your event the perfect beach read for fans of big
family small town romance the characters are romantic and loyal some are wealthy others are not and you re guaranteed to enjoy a loving
happily ever after



Report of the Assistant Director and of the Curators of the U.S. National Museum
1897
handbook of sleep research volume 30 provides a comprehensive review of the current status of the neuroscience of sleep research it begins
with an overview of the neural hormonal and genetic mechanisms of sleep and wake regulation before outlining the various proposed
functions of sleep and the role it plays in plasticity and in learning and memory finally the book discusses disorders of sleep and waking
covering both lifestyle factors that cause disrupted sleep and psychiatric and neurological conditions that contribute to disorders emphasizes
a comparative and multidisciplinary approach to the topic of sleep covers the neurobiology and physiology of sleep stages mechanisms of
waking and dreaming discusses in detail the proposed functions of sleep from health and rest to memory consolidation and synaptic
plasticity examines the current state of research in mammalian and non mammalian species ranging from primates to invertebrates

The Entertainment of a Nation 1971
this book interrogates conservative government penal policy for adult and young adult offenders in england and wales between 2015 and
2021 government penal policy is shown to have been often ineffective and costly and to have revived efforts to push the system towards a
disastrous combination of austerity outsourcing and punishment that has exacerbated the penal crisis this investigation has meant touching
on topical debates dealing with the impact of resource scarcity on offenders experiences of the penal system the impact of an increasing
emphasis on punishment on offenders sense of justice and fairness the balance struck between infection control and offender welfare during
the government handling of the sars cov 2 pandemic and why successive conservative governments have intransigently pursued a penal
policy that has proved crisis exacerbating the overall conclusion reached is that penal policy is too important to be left to governments alone
and needs to be recalibrated by a one off inquiry complemented by an on going advisory body capable of requiring governments to explain
or change the book is distinctive in that it provides a critical review of penal policy change whist combining this with insights derived from the
sociological analysis of penal trends

Sweet with Heat: Seaside Summers (Books 1-3 Boxed Set) Small town, sweet
contemporary romance 2018-07-06
focusing on an isolated community in central australia this highly readable examination presents insights into the cultural underpinnings of
indigenous daily life through evocative narratives revolving around five warlpiri women the seemingly contradictory realities of a distant
hunter gatherer past and current life in a first world nation state are addressed as this refreshing study answers questions about the specifics
of camps sleeping arrangements public and private boundaries and how indigenous people in praxis relate to each other this analysis
illuminates the personal utilizing rich vignettes and narrative portraits to expand understandings of indigenous australia



Handbook of Sleep Research 2019-06-21
are unique occurrences in life that stop and give you pause mere coincidences or are they really perfectly timed miracles from god when
completely healthy 4 year old quentin s sudden mysterious ailments result in a diagnosis of leukemia his mother chooses to believe that the
diagnosis is an answer to prayer she also begins to recognize that everything that has happened leading up to the diagnosis and everything
that will happen on the way to quentin s total healing is the work of the lord the summer of superheroes and the making of iron boy is a
chronicle of all those blessings otherwise known as miracles

The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. Including a Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides 1831
kev is just out of the young offenders institute and is determined to keep his nose clean but back on the streets the pressure is mounting
gang warfare violence and young love are the ingredients of this explosive cocktail looking at life in multi cultural britain for two black
teenagers

Conservative Government Penal Policy 2015-2021 2022-07-28
kids and adults around the world are having the living daylights scared out of them by five nights at freddy s fnaf the cute and original
charmer of a horror game on mobile devices and pcs as a security guard stationary players must monitor an overnight shift through a bank of
security cameras at a children s pizza joint and keep an eye out for the animatronic animal robots which have a tendency to mischievously
move around at night from the just off screen action to the clever use of creepy noises to the murky onscreen mayhem this game requires
players to achieve set goals in a fixed amount of time and treats them to a fright fest with a fresh twist that keeps them coming back for
more the five nights are levels and they get progressively more difficult to survive five crazy nights the survival guide to five nights at freddy
s and other mystery games celebrates the ingenuity of the game and gives readers the tips and tools they need to not just survive but thrive
into the sixth night at freddy s and learn more about the ever evolving fnaf world content includes history of the game the interesting back
story of the creation of the game and the five nights at freddy s world tips tricks including how to maximize your power supply and getting
the most out of your doors opponent tendencies learn the tendencies of each terrifyingly cute robotic animal

Yuendumu Everyday 2008
after the failed april 1972 invasion of south vietnam and the heavy us tactical bombing raids in the hanoi area the north vietnamese agreed
to return to the paris peace talks yet very quickly these negotiations stalled in an attempt to end the war quickly and persuade the north
vietnamese to return to the negotiating table president nixon ordered the air force to send the us ultimate conventional weapon the b 52
bomber against their capital hanoi bristling with the latest soviet air defence missiles it was the most heavily defended target in vietnam
taking place in late december this campaign was soon dubbed the christmas bombings using specially commissioned artwork and maps ex



usaf fighter colonel marshall michel describes linebacker ii the climax of the air war over vietnam and history s only example of how america
s best cold war bombers performed against contemporary soviet air defences

Comedies and Tragedies 1664
my book is about my experiences growing up in an extremely broken and abusive home my rebellious and destructive choices led me to
being incarcerated for over ten years of my life in both state and federal prisons years spent functioning as a severe drug addict and being
emotionally and spiritually disconnected from god and all who loved me it is my story of love finding me and shining a light so bright that i
could not deny the existence of our living god and his profound love and overwhelming mercy it is my story of realizing that i have never
been alone

A paraphrase and annotations upon the Books of the psalms, by H. Hammond 1850
the patristic understanding of creation encapsulates what the church fathers had to say in their own words on the topic of creation going
back to roman and byzantine times the writings of the church fathers are basic to christian theology and provide a benchmark for how
christians have traditionally understood creation this understanding of creation however faces tremendous challenges in our day especially in
discussions at the intersection of science and religion process theology and other efforts to reconceptualize creation have explicitly opposed
key elements of the christian doctrine of creation creation ex nihilo the transcendence and immanence of god in creation the absolute
creatureliness and non self sufficiency of the world to use a phrase of fr georges florovsky the goodness of creation and the openness of the
world to divine action all of these the church fathers not only held but also ably defended this anthology is therefore not merely of academic
or historical interest in reasserting a theologically sound understanding of creation this anthology fills a need that is both practical and urgent

Reports of Committees 1854
return to the alternate universe of 1632 and 1633 with the top writers of alternate history and military sf includes stories by david weber
mercedes lackey and s l viehl

The Summer Of Super Heroes And The Making Of Iron Boy 2013-02-01
a monthly book announcement and review journal considered to be the first periodical in england to offer reviews in each issue the longer
reviews are in the front section followed by short reviews of lesser works it featured the novelist and poet oliver goldsmith as an early
contributor griffiths himself and likely his wife isabella griffiths contributed review articles to the periodical later contributors included dr
charles burney john cleland theophilus cibber james grainger anna letitia barbauld elizabeth moody and tobias smollet



Little Sweet Thing 2014-05-27
first published in 2003 when amitava kumar left patna india he envisioned himself as an up and coming citizen of the world leaving behind
the confines of indian traditions yet like the wave of exiles that preceded him he found that once we leave our past we are defined by it in
the u s he is pigeonholed by his appearance and quizzed about saris and arranged marriages there is no beginning that is a blank page
writes kumar circling the three capitals of the indian diaspora bombay london new york captures the contours of the expatriate experience
touching on the themes of abandonment nostalgia and exile that have powered some of the most prominent indian writers today naipaul
rushdie roy kureishi as well as e m forster and gandhi with resonant poetic language and a storyteller s sensibility kumar explores the works
of these writers through the lens of his own life as an immigrant and writer as their fiction reveals the past of the expatriate is mythical
shaped by memory and loss with tales of life in india and london and meditations on the form indian fiction gives to the lives of those who
read about it this is a sweeping passionate search to find one s own story in the stories of others

Trade Circular and Publishers' Bulletin 1889
this carefully crafted ebook the sea adventures boxed set 20 maritime novels tales of seas and sailors illustrated is formatted for your
ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents the cruise of the dazzler the sea wolf adventure a son of the sun the mutiny of the
elsinore the cruise of the snark tales of the fish patrol white and yellow the king of the greeks a raid on the oyster pirates the siege of the
lancashire queen charley s coup demetrios contos yellow handkerchief south sea tales the house of mapuhi the whale tooth mauki yah yah
yah the heathen the terrible solomons the inevitable white man the seed of mccoy jack london 1876 1916 was an american novelist journalist
and social activist his amazing life experience also includes being an oyster pirate railroad hobo gold prospector sailor war correspondent and
much more he wrote adventure novels sea tales stories of the gold rush tales of the south pacific and the san francisco bay area most of
which were based on or inspired by his own life experiences

The Gentleman's Magazine and Historical Review 1851
in speaking spirits sherry roush presents the first systematic study of early modern italian eidolopoeia

Five Crazy Nights 2016-10-01

Operation Linebacker II 1972 2018-09-20



The Academy 1876

All The Way Up 2022-11-03

The Patristic Understanding of Creation 2019-11-14

Ring of Fire 2004

The Monthly Review, Or, Literary Journal 1782

Bombay--London--New York 2013-10-18

THE SEA ADVENTURES - Boxed Set: 20+ Maritime Novels & Tales of Seas and
Sailors 2017-04-03

Speaking Spirits 2015-01-01
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